Peer Evaluation (10)

Most of the marks in this course are assigned on a team basis, which typically reflects the professional engineering environment. However peer evaluation is used to measure individual contributions to the team effort. Twice during the term you will be asked to evaluate your peer’s performance as indicated on the schedule of deliverables. These evaluations will be performed using web-based peer evaluation software called iPeer. The iPeer website is: www.me.uvic.ca/ipeer. You can log in using your last name as your username and your student number as your password.

In these evaluations you will be given 100 points per team mate. You are to distribute these points as you see fit amongst your team mates. The greater the role you see your team mate having played in the success of the team up to that date, the larger number of points you should allot to them. These evaluations will be used, in conjunction with the team grade (up to the Design Review for the first peer evaluation and the final team grade for the second peer evaluation) and instructor discretion, to determine the individual grade portion of the total grade.